Abstract: Electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) interfaced with ion-mobility (IM) spectrometry has enabled the study of protein structure and interactions under native-like conditions. In biological assays, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) is often included as a co-solvent to dissolve organic molecules. While low levels of DMSO are known to reduce the charge of protein ions generated by ESI, the exact mechanism by which this occurs has been debated. In this study, we describe the first application of IM-MS to study the effect of DMSO subcharging on native protein conformation. We find that at low concentrations, DMSO induces modest (1-2%), but repeatable, reductions in protein collision-cross sections (CCSs) of four different protein complexes, avidin, concanavalin A, alcohol dehydrogenase, and pyruvate kinase, as measured by travelingwave (TW) IM-MS. Individual protein charge states also experienced compaction in size, suggesting that this effect could not be attributed to the shift of charge state distribution by DMSO alone.
mobility (IM) spectrometry, termed ion-mobility mass spectrometry (IM-MS), provides an additional dimension of resolution whereby ions are separated by their collision crosssection (CCS) as they traverse a chamber of neutral gas particles under the influence of an electric field. [4] [5] [6] [7] Biological screening systems will often contain significant quantities (up to 10%) of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), particularly where high concentrations of weakly-binding ligands such as fragments are used. [8] [9] Interestingly, low DMSO concentrations (<10%) decrease the average charge of protein ions generated by ESI, whereas higher concentrations (>10%) of DMSO lead to an increase in average charge and also induce a broadening of charge state distributions. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] However, the mechanism by which low concentrations of DMSO decrease charge is still under debate. [13, 15] Williams and co-workers have attributed the charge-reducing effects of DMSO to a "global compaction" of protein structure, as supported by both circular dichroism (CD) and hydrogen-deuterium exchange (HDX) experiments in solution, [11] while contrasting data from Tjernberg and coworkers appear to show destabilization, degradation and aggregation of proteins at DMSO concentrations as low as 0.5%. [10] Other additives that have been reported to reduce charge in ESI include DMF, [15] imidazole, [16] and various solvent vapors. [17] This work aims clarify whether the supposed compaction of protein structure at low concentrations of DMSO is manifested as a change in CCS that can be detected by traveling-wave ionmobility mass spectrometry (TWIM-MS) for four different proteins. To our knowledge, this is the first time that native IM-MS has been applied to study the effect of DMSO on protein conformation. These results provide further insight into the charge-reducing mechanism of DMSO and may also help to reconcile previous observations regarding this phenomenon. Avidin (egg white), concanavalin A (Canavalia ensiformis), alcohol dehydrogenase (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and pyruvate kinase (rabbit heart) were prepared at 20 µM concentration in NH4OAc buffer (200 mM, pH 7.0) containing 0 to 20% DMSO. These four tetrameric proteins were chosen due to their facile electrospray behavior as well as CCS values that have been previously determined by drift-tube (DT) IM-MS technology. [18] Protein solutions were subjected to nanoelectrospray ionization (nESI) [19] using a hybrid quadrupole timeof-flight (qTOF) SYNAPT HDMS (Waters) instrument equipped with a traveling wave ion-mobility (TWIM) device. Native mass spectra of avidin (Figure 1a ), concanavalin A ( Figure S1a ), alcohol dehydrogenase ( Figure S2a ) and pyruvate kinase ( Figure S3a ) in the absence of DMSO indicated that their quaternary structures were well-preserved, with the tetramer presenting as the predominant species in all cases. For concanavalin A, a significant amount of the dimeric protein and a small quantity of the monomeric protein were also observed, consistent with previous reports, [12, 20] whereas some nonspecific dimerization of tetramers was observed in the case of avidin.
As the concentration of DMSO was increased from 0 to 20%, the charge state distributions of the four protein complexes were observed to shift to higher m/z values (lower charge) at low DMSO concentrations, followed by a reversal of the trend towards lower m/z values (higher charge) at higher DMSO concentrations (Figures 1a, S1a-S3a), as is consistent with previous reports.
[ [10] [11] 13] For example, the abundance-weighted average charge of avidin decreased monotonically from 15.5+ to 14.1+ as the DMSO concentration was increased from 0% to 4%, followed by an increase to 17.3+ as the DMSO concentration was increased to 20% (Figure 1b ).
The minimum average charge for the four proteins occurred at 2 or 4% concentration of DMSO (Figure 1b , S1b-S3b). Furthermore, concanavalin A dimers and monomers showed similar charging behavior in response to DMSO concentration as compared to the tetramers (Figure 2a ). For all of the protein complexes, significant charge distribution broadening was not apparent until DMSO concentrations reached high values (≥10%). At 20% DMSO, the average charge of the proteins became greater than their initial values in the absence of DMSO, suggesting the onset of global protein unfolding, which could account for the increase in the number of occupied charge states at higher DMSO concentrations, [21] as well as the mild increase in the amount of dimerized avidin tetramers ( Figure 1a ). It should be noted that because of the higher boiling point of DMSO compared to water, ESI droplets become enriched in DMSO (estimated to be 3 to 5-fold in Williams et al. [11] ) during the desolvation process, and hence the effective DMSO concentration experienced by the gaseous protein ions is higher than in solution.
A previous report found that 2.5% DMSO induced significant dissociation of the bacterial NAD+ synthase from dimeric into monomeric form, possibly via weakening of the hydrophobic effect. [22] In comparison, no dissociation of any of the four protein tetramers was observed by native MS at any DMSO concentration. Moreover, the tetramer-dimer-monomer equilibrium for concanavalin A was not significantly perturbed by the addition of up to 20% of DMSO ( Figure 2b ). This also contrasts with observations from supercharging experiments, in which the addition of as little as 0.5% of m-nitrobenzyl alcohol (m-NBA) resulted in significant dissociation of concanavalin A dimers into monomers. [12] This suggests that the chargereducing effects of DMSO protect against, or at least do not promote, subunit dissociation in ESI in this case. CCS values for the protein complexes at various DMSO concentrations were obtained in N2 and calibrated with CCS reference values for the proteins under DMSO-free conditions following the procedure of Ruotolo and Robinson et al. [23] Experiments were performed at four different wave heights (7, 8, 9 and 10 V) to rule out the effect of electric field on gaseous ion separation. Intriguingly, the abundance-weighted average CCS of the four proteins underwent a decrease in value at low DMSO concentrations followed by an increase at higher DMSO levels, paralleling the trend observed for average charge (Figure 1c , S1c-S3c). For example, the average CCS of the avidin tetramer decreased from 4130 ± 10 Å 2 at 0% DMSO (DT CCS N2 = 4150 Å 2 ) [18] to 4090 ± 10 Å 2 at 2% DMSO, followed by an increase to 4200 ± 30 Å 2 at 20% DMSO (Figure 1c ) (see the Supporting
Information for error analysis). While these differences are small (ca. 1-2%), the overall trends were repeatable from independently-performed experiments. The minimum CCS values for the four proteins occurred at 1 or 2% DMSO (Figures 1c, S1c-S3c), which are similar to the DMSO concentrations at which minimum charge was reached. At 20% DMSO, the average CCS of the proteins became higher than their initial values under DMSO-free conditions, which is consistent with preliminary unfolding and the onset of protein supercharging at this DMSO concentration. These data would therefore support the idea of global protein compaction at low DMSO levels, [11] followed by the onset of protein unraveling at higher concentrations.
Higher charge states of a protein generally have larger CCSs than lower charge states of the same protein, which has been attributed to increased Coulombic repulsion leading to unfolding in the gas phase, or alternatively, to the transfer of less compact proteins from solution that presumably provide greater surface area for charge development. [24] Is the apparent compaction of protein structure at low DMSO concentrations a direct consequence of the charge-reducing capability of DMSO, allowing protein ions to access lower charge states that have decreased internal repulsion, or is protein compaction an ab initio effect by DMSO in solution that in turn promotes charge reduction in the gas phase? To investigate this issue, the relationship between the CCSs for single charge states and DMSO concentration was analyzed. If the observed compaction of protein structure was solely due to the ability of DMSO to shift the protein charge state distribution to ions of lower charge, then the CCSs of individual charge states should not be appreciably different from each other regardless of DMSO concentration. Interestingly, for several of the charge states that are common to a range of DMSO concentrations, their CCSs exhibited the characteristic bimodal behavior in response to DMSO concentration ( Figures  3a, S4a-c) as for average charge and average CCS values. This behavior was also evident from consideration of the arrival time distributions (ATDs) for individual charge states (Figures 3b,  S5a-h) , which shift to lower drift times at lower DMSO concentrations (indicating protein compaction), followed by a shift to larger drift times at higher DMSO concentrations. These observations argue against the hypothesis that the decreased Coulombic repulsion afforded by DMSO-induced charge reduction is the sole factor driving the overall compaction of the protein.
We also observe that in the subcharging regime, lower charge states do not necessarily exhibit smaller CCSs than higher charge states at a given DMSO concentration. This is similar to observations from the Robinson group showing that serum amyloid P component (SAP) and aldehyde dehydrogenase complexes subjected to charge reduction by triethylammonium acetate (TEA) do not show significant changes in CCS. [25] Moreover, DTIM-MS measurements of native-like, non-supercharged proteins suggest that the positive correlation between charge and CCS is present only for smaller proteins, whereas for larger proteins or protein complexes, this relationship is not apparent. [18, 26] This further suggests that internal repulsion should not have a significant effect on the CCSs of the different charge states of the proteins in this study. The observations above suggest that protein compaction by DMSO may instead be occurring in solution, which has been previously documented for lysozyme by the groups of Voets [27] and Williams [11] on the basis of CD, small-angle neutron scattering, Rayleigh scattering and HDX-MS results. This compaction of protein structure in solution could then be transferred into the gas-phase for it to be detected by TWIM-MS, as we have shown in this report. However, while this could potentially account for the charge reduction of protein ions at low DMSO concentrations, [11] we consider that this is unlikely to be the only operative mechanism, as the degree of CCS reduction (ca. 1-2%) was small in comparison to the magnitude of charge reduction (ca. 10%). Quantitatively, Marijnissen and co-workers have suggested based on theoretical considerations that the charge of a progeny droplet generated during electrospray is proportional to droplet surface area raised to the power of 3/4. [28] Assuming that the entirety of this charge is transferred to the encapsulated protein when the droplet evaporates, this relationship should hold true for protein ions generated by ESI. [29] By correlating the average charge of proteins observed in ESI-MS with their predicted surface areas from crystal structures, Kaltashov and co-workers determined that the charge-surface area relationship followed a power function of 0.69 ± 0.02. [29] In our study, plotting a log-log graph of average charge against average CCS for the four proteins under DMSO-free conditions revealed an excellent linear fit (R 2 = 0.997), with a power constant of 0.78 ( Figure S6a ).
However, log-log plots for the individual complexes under varying DMSO concentrations showed both worse fits (R 2 = 0.82 to 0.97) as well as much higher power constants of 4.5 to 10.6 ( Figure S6b) , suggesting that the DMSO-induced change in CCS, and by extension surface area, is itself insufficient to account for the entirety of the change in charge. Instead, other chemical or physical mechanisms, such as gas-phase proton transfer [13] or dissociative cooling, [15] [16] may account for the observed subcharging of protein ions at low DMSO concentrations. Additionally, we do not preclude the possibility that the observed differences in CCS might be due to other factors; for example, gaseous ions might, depending on the DMSO concentration, vary in their internal energy as a result of different desolvation, leading to small changes in drift time. In the specific case of ring-like protein assemblies, initial compaction can also be achieved through collision activation. [30] The precise mechanisms governing the relationships between electrospray conditions, protein charge and CCS values are still not completely understood. In particular, a consistent framework that accounts for the charge-reducing effects of DMSO in ESI has not yet been fully developed. Against this backdrop, this study has provided evidence for the first time of a modest, but repeatable, decrease of protein size at low DMSO concentrations. Our data also suggest that this compaction is unlikely to be solely attributable to the shift of charge state distribution by DMSO, as different charge states of the same protein were also individually compacted by DMSO, and also because internal Coulombic repulsion is unlikely to be a dominant factor for these systems. Instead, our results lead us to speculate that the previously reported compaction of protein structure by DMSO in solution can be adequately maintained upon transfer to the gas-phase, allowing for this phenomenon to be detected by TWIM-MS. However, the observed CCS reduction is relatively small and is thus unlikely to account for the entirety of charge reduction by DMSO, suggesting that alternative subcharging mechanisms are operative. Finally, and in contrast to previous studies with other proteins, we observe no evidence of gross protein denaturation, degradation or aggregation (except for mild dimerization of avidin) of proteins under study at 4 °C over the timescale of days even at 20% DMSO. This suggests that the deleterious effects of DMSO on protein structure and stability are highly protein-dependent, and further reinforces the notion that the DMSO concentration for each biological assay has to be carefully optimized in order to ensure that the results are not compromised by unintended effects of DMSO on protein binding or activity.
Experimental methods, supplementary spectra and error analysis can be found in the Supporting Information. Additional data related to this publication can be accessed at the University of Cambridge data repository (http://dx.doi.org/10.17863/CAM.5953). 
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